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In this exhibition we are looking at the term silence more as a description of a state of 
mind, rather than a theme for bringing works together, which are dealing with a topic 
of „silence“. Therefore, the challenge is how to facilitate a fruitful ground for the 
creation and growth of such a state of mind in the visitors of the exhibition, as well as 
visitors of the performance evenings. 
 
One major aspect in preparing this project was and is, to maintain sufficient courage 
to trust the power of simplicity, emptiness, and reduction; in curating, but also in 
supervising this project. Seemingly, just a few works are exhibited in the large spaces 
of AIL, and just a few performances, of intriguing international performance artists will 
be presented here. This facilitates the space and time needed, to let silence, 
calmness and therefore each work itself, grow and make it more visible, make it 
stronger, in its ability to speak to the public. 
 
I believe, silence is something you often start searching in your surrounding. But the 
most honest form of silence can only be achieved if it is coming from within oneself.  
 
This project intends to be a possible format, for the search of personal silence in 
various ways.  
Bernd Oppl opens up a silent, and strangely empty space, through the contemplation 
on a seemingly mysterious setting, which can be observed in the video work as well 
as discovered in his installed object. Matěj Frank creates a powerful correlation 
between body, space and time, by working with the dynamics of a fluid movement. 
The lightness of a body movement is frozen in the heaviness of material and time. 
Monika Rabofsy works with the transformational power of the material clay in a 
space, and the unpredictable moment in time, when such material is breaking, 
sounding, and changing, to finally find a silent pose. Ulrike Rabofsky shows two 
works dealing with our visual and sonic senses, both cleverly translating the friction of 
flaws in perception. Letting us perceive that something seemingly empty or silent is 
actually filled with something. 
Alfred Lenz expands from the canvas into the space. Letting us imagine its 
continuation of movement in a larger scale, leading to questions about anthropogenic 
developments.  
 
One major part of this project, that is not visible in the exhibition right now, will be 
presented in form of two performance evenings. To share time and space is the first 
necessity to witness performance, and this sharing makes a common experience 
possible. Focusing on highlighting often overlooked details in everyday life, or 
working with a specific and reduced aestethic and performative intervention in an with 
the space, the six artists will develop new duo-works within the realm of silence, 
which will be presented on 27.1 and 30.1. in AIL. Writing about performance can be 
tricky, while experiencing it personally is probably the most honest way to fully 
understand performance.	


